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Unraveling the temporal complexity of cellular systems is a challenging task, as the subtle coordination of
molecular activities cannot be adequately captured by simple mathematical concepts such as correlation.
This paper addresses the challenge with a data-mining approach. We introduce the novel concept of a
‘‘frequent temporal association pattern” (FTAP): a set of genes simultaneously exhibit complex temporal
expression patterns recurrently across multiple microarray datasets. Such temporal signals are hard to
identify in individual microarray datasets, but become significant by their frequent occurrences across
multiple datasets. We designed an efficient two-stage algorithm to identify FTAPs. First, for each gene
we identify expression trends that occur frequently across multiple datasets. Second, we look for a set
of genes that simultaneously exhibit their respective trends recurrently in multiple datasets. We applied
this algorithm to 18 yeast time-series microarray datasets. The majority of FTAPs identified by the
algorithm are associated with specific biological functions. Moreover, a significant number of patterns
include genes that are functionally related but do not exhibit co-expression; such gene groups cannot
be captured by clustering algorithms. Our approach offers advantages: (1) it can identify complex asso-
ciations of temporal trends in gene expression, an important step towards understanding the complex
mechanisms governing cellular systems; (2) it is capable of integrating time-series data with different
time scales and intervals; and (3) it yields results that are robust against outliers.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The cell is a dynamic system, where diverse biological processes
are coordinated in precise and complex ways to maintain temporal
coherence [1]. Understanding the rules governing such temporal
complexity is an extremely challenging task. A possible first step
is to extract frequent association rules, e.g., a set of genes which
frequently exhibit the same activities. Recent progress in micro-
array has made it possible to simultaneously measure time-depen-
dent expression profiles of all genes in an entire genome.
Clustering algorithms can be used to identify groups of genes that
exhibit similar temporal expression patterns [2–4]; time-warping
approaches can be used to identify shifted gene expression corre-
lations [5–7]. Neither approach, however, is up to the challenge
of identifying more complex temporal expression associations
(i.e., those involving more than simple co-expression or shifted
co-expression).

An example of complex temporal association during a cell cycle
is displayed in Fig. 1. The expression profiles of two yeast genes,
ll rights reserved.

edu (M. Xu), xjzhou@usc.edu
CLN2 and SIC1, are plotted across two consecutive cell cycles based
on a microarray study [8]. It is known that CLN2 is the major acti-
vator of SIC1 phosphorylation, an essential step for the cell cycle to
progress through the G1 phase to the S phase [9]. There is no direct
or shifted correlation between the two genes in either cycle. None-
theless, their expression data contain distinct patterns that remain
consistent across the two cell cycles (the solid points and lines in
Fig. 1). In particular, the solid-line pattern of CLN2 and that of
SIC1 show coordinated change repeatedly across the two cell cy-
cles. Such periodic coupling suggests the existence of a non-trivial
interaction between the two genes, a process beyond simple acti-
vation or inhibition at the expression level.

Naturally, such complex patterns are difficult to extract from
the genome-wide expression profiles unless they occur frequently
within a single dataset, or across multiple datasets. As time-series
microarray datasets are generally quite short (more than 80% of all
time-series expression datasets contain fewer than 9 time points)
[10], we focus on identifying patterns that are repeated across mul-
tiple datasets. The rapid accumulation of publicly available time-
series microarray data has made the task of identifying frequent
temporal associations possible.

Integrating multiple microarray time-series datasets is a non-
trivial task for several reasons. Firstly, the gene expression
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values generated by different platforms are not directly compa-
rable. Even using the same platform, alternative experimental
parameters may result in systematic variations between data-
sets. These effects often lie beyond the capability of statistical
normalization to remove [11–13]. Secondly, the time scale of
the time-series datasets may vary (e.g., from minutes to hours).
Thirdly, biological processes may unfold at different rates in re-
sponse to experimental conditions, the organisms studied and
even among individuals [5]. In other words, we can expect sys-
tematic variations in the magnitudes of gene expression values
across datasets, as well as in the time scale of the variation
and the units employed.

We propose a novel approach to overcoming the above prob-
lems, based on the concept of a ‘‘frequent temporal association pat-
tern (FTAP)”. A typical example is illustrated in Fig. 2, which plots
the expression profiles of three genes observed in three different
datasets. In each dataset, the Pearson correlations between the
expression profiles are very low (<0.3) in each dataset. However,
subtle associations emerge when we investigate the three datasets
simultaneously. Simply put, the rising trend in Gene 1 is always
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Fig. 2. A frequent temporal association pattern (solid points and lines) in three genes and
dataset.
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Fig. 1. Complex expression coupling of the yeast genes, CLN2 and SIC1, across two consec
during the two cell cycles. The horizontal axis represents time, and the vertical axis repre
repeated patterns.
associated with a ‘‘down-up” trend in Gene 2 and a ‘‘up-down”
trend in Gene 3. An FTAP exhibits associations in two dimensions:
(1) each gene in the pattern exhibits the same trend in multiple
datasets (‘‘frequent association”); (2) within each dataset all trends
in the pattern occur on the same subset of time points (‘‘temporal
association”). In Fig. 2, each gene exhibits the same trend in all
three datasets, and all three genes go through their respective
trends in each dataset at the same four selected time points. Such
a complex association of three genes cannot be extracted from any
single dataset.

To identify the FTAPs present in multiple time-series datasets,
we designed a two-stage algorithm: (1) for each gene, we identify
trends that occur frequently in the available datasets; and (2) we
identify sets of genes that simultaneously exhibit their respective
trends in multiple datasets. This approach has several important
advantages: (a) it identifies complex and subtle temporal expres-
sion associations that cannot be captured by co-expression analy-
sis; (b) it can integrate multiple time series with different time
scales and intervals; and (c) patterns can be reliably identified even
in the presence of outliers, since we allow the trends to skip over a
 set 2 Data set 3

three datasets. Each row corresponds to a gene, and each column corresponds to a

Cell Cycle 2

utive cell cycles. The solid points and lines represent patterns that repeatedly occur
sents expression value. The vertical lines highlight the data points that comprise the
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limited number of points in the series. Our algorithm is determin-
istic in the sense that it produces an exhaustive list of all FTAPs in
the data. It is also scalable, since many of its operations can be per-
formed in parallel.

We applied this algorithm to 18 yeast time-series microarray
datasets. The method successfully identified FTAPs that are associ-
ated with specific biological functions. A significant number of
these FTAPs include genes that are functionally related in a manner
that goes beyond co-expression, patterns which could not have
been captured by any clustering algorithm. With the rapid accu-
mulation of microarray data in public repositories (a threefold in-
crease per year) [14], we believe that our method can provide an
atlas of complex temporal expression associations that will facili-
tate more advanced mechanistic studies.

2. Related work

Pattern extraction from time-series data are an active research
area in data mining. Recently developed methods include motif
discovery [15], discord identification [16], longest common
subsequence matching, sequence averaging, segmentation [17]
and indexing [18]. However, almost all these algorithms analyze
time series from a single experiment rather than the varied
experiments.

Clustering and comparing gene expression time series have
attracted a lot of attentions recently. Aligning time series is a
conventional method of evaluating the similarity between two
time series, which is known as curve alignment in the biology
literature, curve registration in statistics, and time warping in
engineering. Two recent examples are the clustered alignment
method proposed by Smith et al. [19] and Bayesian hierarchical
curve registration y Telesca and Inoue [20]. These alignment
methods, however, are also limited to the analysis of time series
from the same experimental source (with the same time scale
and unit). In contrast, the FTAP method proposed in this paper
is specifically designed for investigating time series from differ-
ent experimental sources with different time scales and inter-
vals. A number of clustering algorithms have been applied to
time course gene expression data, as surveyed in the review
by Androulakis et al. [21]. However, most gene expression time
series contain very few time points, posing a significant chal-
lenge to clustering analysis. By integrating multiple datasets,
the FTAP method to some degree overcomes the difficulties asso-
ciated with limited number of time points in single expression
profiles. More importantly, FTAP analysis reveals subtle patterns
(e.g., that illustrated in Fig. 2) which distinguishes from what
any existing time-series methods identify: curves or shapes of
time series are locally similar to each other, not within the sin-
gle dataset, but across multiple datasets. Therefore, such groups
of genes may not be discovered by time-series clustering algo-
rithms [10,22].
Fig. 3. (a) Rank vector of a trend; (b) trend
In recent years, data streams have received considerable atten-
tion (a data stream is a particular kind of time series). The topic of
mining multiple data streams is closely related to our work. Papa-
dimitriou et al. [23] developed an algorithm called SPIRIT that dis-
covers correlations and hidden variables in multiple data streams
with the same time stamps and representing the same types of
measurements. However, SPIRIT is not applicable to heterogeneous
time series.

Some of the concepts used in this paper will sound familiar to
those versed in the literature, but there are important differences
to keep in mind. Firstly, out of a ‘‘trend” is different from that found
in recent papers [24,25], where trends must consist of consecutive
time points. As Fig. 2 illustrates, we allow a trend to pass over one
or few time points. Therefore, several common techniques such as
sliding time windows are not applicable to our problem. We use
the concept of rank vectors which can be easily expanded and enu-
merated, to abstract and represent trends. We note that the longest
increasing subsequence (LIS) problem [26], a classic of algorithm
problems, also allows inconsecutive time points. In fact, the LIS is
a specific example of the trends that our algorithm can identify.
Secondly, the concept of ‘‘association” differs from that appearing
in the literature on association rule mining [27], where an associ-
ation rule has the form [gene A", gene B;] ? (7 min)[gene C"].
Our association definition describes a correlation of genes across
multiple datasets on a subset of time points. The genes involved
in a FTAP may exhibit more complicated patterns than the simple
up-or-down trends of association rules.

3. The frequent temporal association model

In this section, we formally define the concept of a FTAP. We
then decompose the problem of finding FTAPs into two subprob-
lems for efficient mining.

3.1. Trend abstraction and representation

Our first task is to represent a temporal trend using its rank vec-
tor. The formal definition is given below.

Definition 1. Rank vector of a trendLet x � ½x1; x2; . . . ; xk� 2 R1�k be
an expression vector consisting of k time points. The rank vector of
x is defined as rx � ½r1; r2; . . . ; rk�, where ri is the rank of xi if the
elements of x were sorted in ascending order.

An example of how to derive the rank vector of a trend is shown

in Fig. 3(a). The rank vector summarizes the essential structure of a
trend, bypassing systematic variations in expression values gener-
ated by different microarray platforms. Using rank vectors, all pos-
sible trends of length-ðkþ 1Þ can easily be constructed from the
trends of length-k. This is accomplished simply by inserting the
number ðkþ 1Þ into any position of the length-k rank vector. An
example of this process is shown in Fig. 3(b), and its formal defini-
extension; and (c) trend occurrences.
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tion is given in Property 1. Iterating this process automatically gen-
erates all possible trends without duplicates, as presented in Prop-
erty 2 and illustrated in Fig. 4. This property will prove very
important to the efficiency of our method. Throughout the paper,
trends are represented solely by their rank vectors r.

Property 1 (Trend extension or super-trend). A trend
r � ½r1; r2; . . . ; rk� can be extended to the trend r0 with length ðkþ 1Þ
by placing the number ðkþ 1Þ before or after any element of r. That is,
the possible vectors r0 that can be obtained by extending r are
½kþ1;r1;r2; . . . ;rk�; ½r1;kþ1;r2; . . . ;rk�; ½r1;r2;kþ1; . . . ;rk�; � � � ; ½r1;r2; . . . ;

kþ1;rk�; ½r1;r2; . . . ;rk;kþ1�. The vectors r0 are called super-trends of r.
This relationship is denoted r0 � r.

Property 2 (Completeness of trend extension). All trends with
length greater than k can be obtained by extending all trends of
length-k, according to the process described in Property 1. No dupli-
cate trends are generated during this process.
3.2. Trend occurrences/substantiation

Before defining trend occurrence, we introduce the concept of a
time-series sub-vector.

Definition 2 (Time-series sub-vector). Let x � ½x1; x2; . . . ; xn� be a
time-series vector. A sub-vector of x is defined as y � ½xi1 ; xi2 ; . . . ;

xik �, where 1 6 i1 < i2 < . . . < ik 6 n.

For the rest of the paper, we use the symbol ‘‘Ti” to represent the
ith time point associated with xi in a time-series vector x.

Definition 3 (Occurrence of a trend). Let x � ½x1; x2; . . . ; xn� be a
time-series vector and r be a trend. If 9y # x such that ry is equal to
r, we say that r occurs in x, or x supports r. For each
y � ½xi1 ; xi2

; . . . ; xik
� satisfying this condition, t ¼ ½Ti1; Ti2; . . . ; Tik� is

called the occurrence vector of this trend.

An example of trend occurrence is shown in Fig. 3(c). Note that
our definition allows for inconsecutive time points, since micro-
array data are noisy and biological processes may unfold at differ-
ent rates under different conditions. Also, a given trend may occur
multiple times within a long time series.

3.3. Frequent trends

In the following, we formalize the concept of frequent trend and
define a related property.

Definition 4 (Frequent trend). Given a set of time-series vectors
(which can be of different lengths) and a single trend r, the
support of r, denoted suppðrÞ, is defined as the number of time-
series vectors in which r occurs. Given a positive integer b (the
‘‘support threshold”), if suppðrÞP b, we say that r is a frequent
trend.
Fig. 4. Illustration of how all possible length-k trends can be obtained by expanding
the trend of length-1. The trend ‘‘[3 2 1]” can only be expanded from the trend ‘‘[2
1]”, since the element ‘‘3” was added last, and ‘‘[2 1]” can only come from ‘‘[1]”.
Thus, no duplicate trends are generated during this process.
An important property of frequent trends is that their support
function is anti-monotonic. This fact is commonly known as the
Apriori property for other types of frequent patterns [28,29].

Property 3 (Apriori property). Given a set of time-series vectors, a
single trend r, its support function suppðrÞ and the super-trends r0 of r,
we find that 8r0 suppðr0Þ 6 suppðrÞ.

Intuitively, if a trend r does not qualify as frequent, none of its
super-trends will qualify as frequent either. This property can be
used to eliminate a great many candidate trends from the analysis,
vastly increasing the efficiency of the frequent pattern mining
algorithm. Section 4.1 describes a search algorithm based on the
Apriori property.
3.4. Definition of a frequent temporal association pattern

A frequent temporal association pattern has three components:
genes, datasets, and time points. Let G ¼ G1; . . . ;GjGj

� �
be a subset

of genes, D ¼ D1; . . . ;DjDj
� �

be a subset of datasets, and T ¼
tðD1Þ; . . . ; tðDjDjÞ
� �

be a set of time point sequences selected from
each dataset in D. That is, tðDkÞ is a vector containing the indexes
of time points selected from the Dkth dataset. In the triplet
ðG;D;TÞ, each combination of elements ðGi;Dj; tðDjÞÞ identifies a
time-series sub-vector taken from the Gith gene in the Djth dataset.
The components of the sub-vector are associated with the time
points tðDjÞ. We denote the sub-vector itself as yðGi;Dj; tðDjÞÞ, and
its rank vector as ryðGi ;Dj ;tðDjÞÞ. For example, the association pattern
shown in Fig. 2 can be expressed as a triplet ðG;D;TÞ, where
G ¼ fG1;G2;G3g; D ¼ fD1;D2;D3g; T ¼ tðD1Þ; tðD2Þ; tðD3Þf g. The
individual vectors in T are tðD1Þ ¼ ½T5; T6; T7; T8�; tðD2Þ
¼ ½T1; T2; T3; T5�; and tðD3Þ ¼ ½T6; T7; T8; T10�. In these terms, a
FTAP satisfies the following definition.

Definition 5 (FTAP). Let ðG;D;TÞ be a triplet of genes, datasets
and time points, and let ryðGi ;Dj ;tðDjÞÞ be the rank vectors of the time-
series sub-vectors defined by T : yðGi;Dj; tðDjÞÞ. Then ðG;D;TÞ is a
FTAP if it satisfies

8Gi 2 G; ryðGi ;D1 ;tðD1ÞÞ ¼ � � � ¼ ryðGi ;DjDj ;tðDjDj ÞÞ

Simply put, within a given dataset the sub-vectors of all se-
lected genes must include the same time points (temporal associ-
ation), and for a given gene all the time-series sub-vectors must
yield the same rank vector (frequent association).
3.5. Constraints on FTAPs

Often we need to take into account constraints when mining
frequent trends. Let r � ½r1; . . . ; rk� be a trend, and let
y � ½xi1 ; xi2 ; . . . ; xik � be a specific occurrence of the trend r in the
time series x.

Time interval constraint HI: although we allow trends to skip
over time points, it is often preferable to have few skipped points
or none at all. Given a trend y � ½xi1 ; xi2 ; . . . ; xik �, this constraint is
formalized as follows: 8j; ðijþ1 � ijÞ 6 hI , where 1 6 j 6 ðk� 1Þ
and hI is a positive threshold.

Variance constraint HV : as we often prefer trends associated
with significant expression changes, we may require y to have large
variance. The variance constraint is formalized as rðyÞ=y P hV ,
where hV is a positive real number. rðyÞ and y are the standard
deviation and mean of y, respectively.

Definition 6 (Anti-monotonic constraint). Let y be a sub-vector of
x, i.e., y � x, and let H be a constraint on y. If y does not comply
with H, then no vector z satisfying y � z # x will comply with H.
Such constraints are called ‘‘anti-monotonic constraints”.
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All constraints are useful for reducing the search space. How-
ever, only anti-monotonic constraints can be used to reject all pos-
sible super-trends after a given candidate trend has been ruled out.
HI is anti-monotonic constraint, but HV is not.

3.6. Problem formulation and decomposition

Based on the above definitions, we formulate the problem of
FTAP discovery as follows.
SubProble
Temporal asso

...

...

...... ...

...

...
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Gn

D2D1 Dm...

...
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D5D2 D10

T1 T2 T3 T4 T3 T5 T6 T7 T1 T3 T4 T9

G11

G23

G39

D7D1 D17

T1 T2 T3 T5 T2 T6 T8 T9 T1 T4 T5 T7

...

(a) Input: m time-series data sets of n genes.
Each row in the table represents a gene , and each column 

corresponds to a data set .

For each gene, find frequent trends 
that occur in many data sets

SubProblem-I
Frequent association

Align time po
frequent trends

different ge

(c) Frequent Temporal Association Patterns Output : FTAP =( Genes, Datasets, Tim

(b) Trend collectio
entry in the i-th row a
the j-th dataset. The r

Fig. 6. Overview of our two-stage algorithm for m
3.6.1. Problem statement
Given a, the minimum length of a trend; b, the minimum num-

ber of datasets in which a frequent trend must occur; and n, the
minimum number of genes, our goal is to identify all
FTAP � ðG;D;TÞ satisfying Definition 5.
3.6.2. Problem decomposition
As discussed previously, there are two associations in a FTAP:

‘‘frequent association” and ‘‘temporal association”. Thus it is natu-
ral to begin by discovering frequent trends in individual genes
across the available datasets (denoted Subproblem-I). We will then
compare the frequent trends of different genes to look for align-
ments along the time axis (denoted Subproblem-II).

There are m datasets D1;D2; . . . ;Dmf g, each with n genes and li

time points Di 2 Rn�li
� �

. The rows of Di correspond to genes, and
the columns correspond to time points. The inputs and outputs
of the two subproblems are summarized in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6 illustrates this search process. The complete collection of
datasets, genes, and time series is illustrated in Fig. 6(a). Subprob-
lem-I discovers which trends occur frequently among the datasets,
for one gene at a time. We employed standard techniques of fre-
quent sequential pattern mining to design the search algorithm
FrequentTrends that exploits the Apriori property to rule out
super-trends. Since the procedure is considers each gene indepen-
dently, it can be easily implemented in a parallel computing frame-
work. Its output is a table of all frequent trends and their
occurrences in the dataset, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Subproblem-II
looks for alignments between the frequent trends of different
genes along the time axis. The final result is a set of frequent pat-
terns with identical temporal associations. We model Subproblem-
II as a frequent itemset mining problem, and adopted an existing
algorithm for this purpose. This problem can also be parallelized
by dividing the search space (i.e., restricting the collection to
trends of length k see Section 4.2).
m-II
ciation :

D 1 D 3 D 4 D 5D 2
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nd j-th column of the table records the occurrence information of the i-th trend  in 
ed cross indicates that the trend does not occur in the corresponding data set .

...

ining frequent temporal association patterns.
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4. The algorithm

4.1. Subproblem-I: discovering frequent trends for each gene

Given a set of time-series vectors corresponding to the same
gene, identifying all the frequent trends is not a trivial task. There
are k! candidate trends for a time series of length k. As presented in
Property 3 of Section 3.3, the support (frequency) of a trend never
increases with length (i.e., Apriori property). We can exploit this
property to efficiently discover all frequent trends, starting with
those of length a and working our way up to longer trends. A for-
mal description of this process is given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 consists of three steps. (1) Initialization: set k to a
and enumerate all candidate trends of length k. (2) Frequency cal-
culation: identify all frequent trends among the length-k candi-
dates. (3) Extension: extend all the frequent length-k trends to
length kþ 1, and repeat steps (1)–(3). By approaching longer
trends in this manner, a great many candidates are pruned in each
iteration thanks to the Apriori property. To further increase effi-
ciency, anti-monotonic constraints are also evaluated during the
search for frequent trends. If the constraints invalidate a trend,
all of its extensions will also fail. According to our experience,
imposing even one anti-monotonic constraint such as HI greatly
speeds up Algorithm 1. All other constraints (such as HV ) are
checked at the end (Line 20) of Algorithm 1.

The routine EnumOccurrences (Line 6 of Algorithm 1) discov-
ers every sub-vector y of x whose rank vector is equal to r, i.e.,
ry ¼ r. We developed an efficient, depth-first search algorithm that
recursively matches each element of r with every possible element
of y. The algorithm progresses through the elements of r one by
one, until the entire rank vector has been checked. The elements
of r and y are always matched from highest to lowest.

Algorithm 1 FrequentTrends

Input: (1) P ¼ x1; . . . ; xmf g, m times-series vectors
(2) minimum trend length a, minimum dataset support b
(3) H1, the thresholds of anti-monotonic constraints such

as hI

(4) H0, the threshold of other constraints such as hV

/* All constraint thresholds are optional. */
Output: a list of couples ðD;TTÞ identifying all the frequent trends

in P.
1: k a, then generate all length-k trends and store in Rc; /* trends

with length less than a are trivial. */
2: repeat
3: Rq  ;; /* set of Qualified length-k trends. */
4: for all r in the set of candidate length-k trends Rc do
5: for all x in P do
6: EnumOccurrences(r,x,H1); /* Find all occurrences of r in x

complying with the anti-monotonic constraints defined in H1 . */
7: end for
8: if suppðrÞP b then
9: Rq  Rq [ r;
10: if k P a then
11: Record all its occurrence information to the couple

ðD;TTÞ; /* This trend qualifies as frequent. */
12: end if
13: end if
14: end for
15: if Rq–; then
16: Rc  ;, extend all qualified length-k trends in Rq to generate

a list of candidate length-ðkþ 1Þ trends, and store them in Rc;
17: k kþ 1;
18: end if
19: until Rq is empty
20: Remove all occurrences ðD;TTÞ which do not comply with any

constraints in H0.
Fig. 7 illustrates the above process. For simplicity, we replace x

with its rank vector. First, the algorithm matches the highest value
(3) of r with the highest value (5) of x (Node 1 at Level 1). Since the
second-highest value (2) of r is two positions forward, there must
exist a lower element at least two positions forward in x. This
requirement invalidates the two other possible matches for r1

(Nodes 2 and 3 at Level 1). In the first node, two elements (1 and
4) of x satisfy the second match. These possibilities are represented
as Nodes 1 and 2 at Level 2, the children of the Level 1 node. We
proceed to investigate the third match element (1), whose position
must be between the two previously matched values. In Node 1 at
Level 2, we identify two candidate matches for the third element of
r: the values 3 and 1. These trends become the two nodes of Level
3. In Node 2 at Level 2, however, we fail to find a possible match.
All three elements of r have now been matched to y, so all nodes
of Level 3 are solutions. If there were more than one possible
match in Level 1, we could return to Level 1 and build up another
solution tree from the next node.

A formal description of the above process is given in Algorithm
2. We use the Routine ‘‘match” (Line 2) to calculate whether the ith
matched element branches to possible matches for element ðiþ 1Þ,
as detailed above. The Algorithm EnumOccurrences traverses the
search tree in the depth-first order just described, from Level 1
downward. The tree has k ¼ lengthðrÞ levels, and many branches
are terminated early, as shown in Fig. 7. The great advantage of this
algorithm is that anti-monotonic constraints can prune large
swathes of the search space (i.e., search nodes as shown in Fig. 7).

Algorithm 2 EnumOccurrences

Input: (1) x ¼ ½x1; . . . ; xn�, a time-series vector
(2) r ¼ ½r1; . . . ; rk�, the rank order of a trend
(3) H1, the thresholds of anti-monotonic constraints such as

hI 2 H1

Output: Wm�k, occurrence matrix r in x.
1: Sort both x and r in descending order to get their index vectors

Ix and Ir, respectively. Together with H1 and W ; Ix and Ir are
global variables.

2: for all beginIx ¼ 1 to ðn� kþ 1Þ do
3: matchðbeginIx;1Þ;
4: end for
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4.2. Subproblem-II: aligning trend occurrences across genes

In Subproblem-I, we obtained the frequent trends for each gene
and recorded all occurrences of those trends. In Subproblem-II, we
will identify gene groupings with several simultaneous frequent
trends, and where this pattern is repeated across multiple datasets.
As Subproblem-I generates the complete list of length-k frequent
trends, we can state the following important property:

Property 4. All FTAPs of length k can be identified by mining the list of
length-k frequent trends obtained in Subproblem-I.

This property allows us to divide the search space of Subprob-
lem-II by trend length, greatly simplifying the computation. The
individual searches are reduced in size, and can be farmed out in
a parallel processing framework.

Let ðD;TTÞðgÞk (corresponding to a row in Fig. 8) denote a single
length-k frequent trend of gene g. We collect the entire list of
length-k trends of all genes, and mine the list of length-k FTAPs.
Fig. 8(a) illustrates the process for k ¼ 3. The frequent trend matrix
is composed of length-3 vectors. The search for FTAPs can be mod-
eled as a Frequent Itemset Mining (FIM) problem [28]. To explain
our algorithm, we briefly digress to a discussion of FIM and related
concepts.
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FIM is rooted in basket analysis, where ‘‘basket” refers to a
group of simultaneously purchased items or a bundled set of finan-
cial transactions. Given a historical dataset of baskets, market ana-
lysts are interested in knowing which items are frequently
purchased together. To put it another way, they with to identify
‘‘frequent itemsets”. The frequency of an itemset is defined as the
number of baskets in which all the items occur together. This
knowledge helps store managers with business decisions such as
designing coupons and shelving merchandise to maximize profit.

Let I ¼ i1; i2; . . . ; in be a set of items, and let D be a database of m
transactions. Each transaction T is a set of items such that T � I. Let
X be another set of items such that X � I. A transaction T is said to
contain X if and only if X � T. X is called a frequent itemset if at least
s transactions in the database contain X. The output of an FIM algo-
rithm is a list of all itemsets X that occur in at least s transactions.

In our case, a single ‘‘item” is the doublet ðD;TTÞ, basically, a
subset of time points in a single dataset, e.g., D1T6;T7;T8. Each trend
(row) of the table can be viewed as a transaction containing these
‘‘items”. When we redraw the table of Fig. 8(a) in the form of
Fig. 8(b), it is obvious that an FTAP corresponds to a frequent item-
set of ðD;TTÞ over multiple trends and genes. Many efficient algo-
rithms have already been developed for the frequent itemset
mining problem. We employ the winner [30] of the ‘‘best imple-
mentation” award in the Workshop on Frequent Itemset Mining
Implementations.1 As mentioned earlier, since the mining is done
independently for each trend length k, this algorithm is suitable
for parallel computing.
1 http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi/fimi03
5. Experimental study

5.1. Data description

Yeast DNA microarray time-series datasets were collected from
the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database.2 We obtained 18
datasets, each containing more than 10 time points (detailed
description of the datasets are provided on the supplementary
website: http://zhoulab.usc.edu/FTAP). These time-series datasets
contain 5869 yeast genes and are measured under various experi-
mental conditions: cell cycle, hydrogen peroxide response, fila-
mentous-form growth, etc. The log transform was applied to data
generated with affymetrix platforms. Expression values of different
probes measuring the same gene were averaged. Datasets from
replicated experiments were also combined and averaged.
5.2. Experimental setting and processing

We set the minimum trend length a ¼ 5, as trends over 5 time
points are more likely to represent specific patterns. We require a
FTAP to occur in at least three datasets and three genes
ðb ¼ 3 and n ¼ 3Þ. Additionally, we do not allow trends to skip
more than one time point ðhI ¼ 2Þ and require a large variance
ðhV ¼ 0:5Þ. We ran the algorithm on a Linux parallel computing
cluster. The computation time of the algorithm in this setting is ta-
ken to be the greatest time required by any one node, even if many
nodes were active for much shorter time. The maximum time is
about 10 h for both Subproblem-I and Subproblem-II.
2 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/

http://zhoulab.usc.edu/FTAP
http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi/fimi03
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/
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Our data-mining procedure resulted in 184,116 patterns, each
of which corresponds to a distinct gene group. The patterns range
in size from 3 to 156 genes, and involve a total of 4847 genes. In the
next section, we analyze the results.
5.3. Analysis of frequent temporal association patterns

To assess whether the patterns obtained are biologically mean-
ingful, we first determined the percentage of gene groups that are
functionally homogeneous. Using the Gene Ontology (GO) biologi-
cal process annotations, we consider a gene group to be function-
ally homogeneous if the functional homogeneity modeled by the
hypergeometric distribution [31] to be significant at the
a ¼ 0:005 level. In addition, functional categories must be associ-
ated with Gene Ontology nodes at least four levels below the root.
By these criteria, 56.28% of the gene groups are functionally
homogenous while randomization test (based on randomly as-
signed gene groups) only yields 30.38%. Furthermore, among
groups containing at least four genes, 67.26% are functionally
homogeneous (versus 35.98% by randomization test); among
groups of at least five genes, 72.82% are functionally homogeneous
(versus 39.37% by randomization test); and among groups of at
least six genes, 75.36% are functionally homogeneous (versus
41.23% by randomization test). The gene groups cover a wide range
of functional categories, e.g., cell cycle, secretory pathway, re-
...
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Interestingly, we obtained 131 groups containing 100 or more
genes. All are functionally homogeneous, and most are related to
rRNA processing and ribonucleoprotein complex biogenesis. Our
method’s ability to capture large homogenous patterns can be
attributed to two factors: (1) it is designed specifically to identify
complex temporal associations, and (2) it focuses on the most
important trends by allowing the patterns to skip time points. This
flexibility greatly enhances the sensitivity of our method, even
when mining noisy data. In principle, allowing the algorithm to
skip multiple time points would also allow us to look for associa-
tions between time series with different time units. For example,
time series with 10-min and 30-min intervals could be aligned
by skipping two time points.

It is widely known that while co-expressed genes tend to be
functionally related, not all functionally related genes are co-ex-
pressed [32]. Identifying functional related genes beyond co-
expression has been a major challenge in microarray analysis.
Our method identified a significant number of such functionally re-
lated gene sets: 38.4% of the groups have average pairwise correla-
tions less than 0.6. The power of our method attributes to its
integrative analysis of multiple time-series datasets, since subtle
patterns may emerge that could hardly be identified in any individ-
ual dataset. In a single dataset, it is difficult to separate complex
patterns from the background noise. Our method is able to detect
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them because when a pattern occurs in multiple datasets, it is
more easily differentiated from the background.

Fig. 9(a) shows one example of a functionally related gene
group without co-expression. The genes DIN7, EAF6 and YLL066C,
repeat the same coupled pattern on simultaneous time points in
three different datasets (GDS1752, GDS608, GDS2318), represent-
ing three different growth conditions. Both EAF6 and DIN7 are
known to be involved in DNA repair. The function of gene YLL066C
is unknown, but evidences point to its role in DNA repair as well
[33]. More specifically, DIN7 is a DNA damage-inducible mitochon-
drial nuclease that modulates the stability of mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA) in Saccharomyces cerevisiae [34]. EAF6, a subunit of the
acetyltransferase complex NuA4, is recruited to the chromatin sur-
rounding the damage and, through a series of chromatin modifica-
tions, it too contributes to DNA repair [35]. YLL066C, as a predicted
Y0 element helicase, may play an important role in maintaining and
repairing telomere [33]. Despite the genes’ possible involvement in
the same biological process, their average pairwise correlations in
the three datasets are only 0.24, 0.19, and 0.21, respectively. This
association would not be captured by clustering algorithms.

To take another example, Fig. 9(b) shows a recurrent temporal
coordination of the genes SEC2, SVP26, and YPT31. All three partic-
ipate in vesicle-mediated transport, where SEC2 is essential for
post-Golgi vesicle transport, SVP26 is a component of the early
Golgi apparatus and is involved in COP II vesicle transport, and
YPT31 mediates intra-Golgi traffic or the budding of post-Golgi
vesicles from the trans-Golgi. Their average pairwise correlations
in the three datasets are 0.31, 0.11, and 0.63.

The next interesting problem is to elucidate the mechanism
underlying the subtle temporal activity coupling. For example, in
Fig. 9(b), why does the expression of SEC2 increase initially while
the expressions of SVP26 and YPT31 decrease? And why does the
trend then rapidly reverse? These are not simple questions, and
their answers lie beyond the scope of this paper. However, the
advantage of our method is that we need no prior knowledge of
patterns (their shapes or underlying mechanisms). We can simply
search for all patterns with ‘‘frequent” occurrence, because high
recurrence itself implies biological significance. Extracting and
characterizing these frequent patterns can serve as a first step to-
wards understanding the complex mechanisms governing them.
6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have addressed the challenge of identifying
complex temporal couplings in cellular systems. We proposed
the novel concept of a ‘‘frequent temporal association pattern”
(FTAP): multiple genes simultaneously exhibiting different expres-
sion trends, where the same pattern can be observed in several
microarray datasets. By their very nature, such signals cannot be
recognized within a single time-series dataset, but the availability
of many such sets makes it possible to separate frequent associa-
tions from the background of noisy data and competing processes.

The FTAP has several advantages over traditional methods. First,
it can identify the subtle signals which exist only in multiple time-
series datasets and thus cannot be captured by co-expression anal-
ysis or time-series analysis within the single time-series dataset.
Second, unlike existing time-series analysis methods, the FTAP def-
inition does not require that the trends (or curves) of different
genes are similar. This is important for FTAP to seize groups of
functionally related genes whose time series in the single dataset
are not similar whatever globally or locally. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to propose looking for this type of asso-
ciation pattern. Our experimental results demonstrate that the
effectiveness of such patterns, and the real-world examples in
Fig. 9 intuitively illustrate how three uncorrelated genes are con-
tained in an FTAP.

To discover such complex patterns, we designed an efficient
data-mining approach that exploits the anti-monotonic property
of frequent trends. We applied the method to 18 yeast microarray
time-series datasets, and discovered a large number of FTAPs. A
significant fraction of these include functionally related genes be-
yond co-expression, which could not have been captured by clus-
tering algorithms. Our method is efficient, scalable, and easily
computed in parallel. With the rapid accumulation of time-series
microarray data, this method could soon provide an atlas of tempo-
ral association patterns to facilitate more advanced and detailed
studies.

We conclude with suggestions for future work. As our algorithm
discovered a great patterns, it is useful to devise a means of statis-
tically evaluating their importance. Secondly, it would be useful to
post-process the patterns, arriving at a reduced set of gene groups
with fewer overlaps. Finally, our method is equally applicable to
time series from other domains such as stock market analysis, geo-
physics, meteorology, and social sciences. We expect it to discover
many novel and complex patterns which have been overlooked by
conventional methods.
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